Call for SWEBOK V3 Reviewers - Three Knowledge Areas and an Appendix on Standards

Please distribute this call for reviewers to others who may be interested. Apologies if you receive more than one copy of this announcement.

Call for Reviewers of Three Knowledge Area Descriptions for the Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge Version 3 plus an Appendix on Standards

The IEEE Computer Society is now soliciting public review comments on the final three knowledge areas (KAs) for Version 3 of the Guide to the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK V3) as well as for an Appendix on Standards. SWEBOK V3 is an update to the 2004 version of the SWEBOK Guide, which is also known as Technical Report ISO/IEC TR 19759. The 15 KAs in SWEBOK V3 have been made public incrementally as they become available for review.

The purposes of the SWEBOK Guide are: to characterize the contents of the software engineering discipline; to promote a consistent view of software engineering worldwide; to clarify the place of, and set the boundary of, software engineering with respect to other disciplines; to provide a foundation for training materials and curriculum development; and to provide a basis for certification and licensing of software engineers.

Three KAs now available for review are: **Software Engineering Process, Software Quality, and Engineering Foundations.** In addition, an **Appendix on Standards** is also available for public review comments. These KAs and the Appendix can be reviewed and comments can be submitted at: [http://computer.centraldesktop.com/swebokv3review/](http://computer.centraldesktop.com/swebokv3review/)
The review period for these KAs and the Appendix ends **30 June 2013.**

Resolution of submitted comments for all KAs will be displayed on the SWEBOK V3 Web site as they become available. All review comments, as well the names and countries of the reviewers providing the comments, will be made public. Email addresses, affiliations, and other identifying information of reviewers will not be made public.

These three KAs and the Appendix are the last of the 15 SWEBOK KAs to be incrementally reviewed. The other twelve KAs have been reviewed and the review comments have been adjudicated. Copies of those KAs are available at the indicated review Web site.

*For further information or help please contact Dick Fairley, chair of the SWEBOK V3 Change Control Board at: d.fairley@computer.org.*